The effect of heavy muscle activity on renal cytoresistance in rats.
Cytoresistance is the term used to describe the response of the proximal tubule cells to various stress inducers via cholesterol accumulation. However, the role of extensive exercise as a renal insult has not been examined. In this study, the effect of heavy muscle activity on proximal tubule cytoresistance was investigated. Results obtained from rats subjected to running a treadmill for five days were compared to those of controls. Extensive muscle activity-induced soleus citrate synthase and blood lactate elevation were associated with normal MAP, RBF, and GFR. Blood electrolytes and cholesterol levels remained unchanged, whereas the total and free cholesterol accumulations in the proximal tubule cells of the exercised group were higher than controls. Cholesterol-loaded tubules were more resistant (as proved by LDH release) to an ATP-depleted/calcium overloaded second stress. These data clearly demonstrate that heavy muscle activity induces cholesterol accumulation in the proximal tubules of kidney, without influencing ATP generation.